
Our kayaks deliver the portability and high performance you’re looking for at a very reasonable price. 

Go anywhere in the world with no roof rack required! Whether you want to paddle where no one has 

paddled before or explore a local waterway, we have just the kayak for you. 

Simply inflate and hit the water in minutes.  
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Inflatable and foldable kayaks provide paddlers with an ease of transport that few other boats can offer. 
Inflatables and foldables can be packed into compact cars, carried on pack trips, and carried on airplanes without 
extra charge. They come in all shapes and sizes and are built for a wide variety of uses. 
Inflatable boats are found on many beginner and intermediate stretches of river, allowing paddlers with little or no 
experience to enjoy the fun and excitement of whitewater. They are durable, maneuverable, and incredibly stable. 
Specialized inflatables are light enough and pack small enough to be carried on backpacking trips, enabling 
enthusiasts to alternately hike and float through wilderness areas. Inflatables are often made from Hypalon or 
Denier nylon with a urethane coating. They come in solo and tandem models, with speed and agility varying 
greatly by design.
Foldable kayaks generally consist of an aluminum or plastic frame with a synthetic skin stretched over it. They 
can be used in a wide variety of situations and stand up to tough conditions. They are used by recreational 
paddlers, expedition kayakers, and the military. Constructed well, they are very seaworthy and because of their 
transportability they can be carried just about anywhere.
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FOLDABLE 1
PROVIDING MAXIMUM EASE OF TRANSPORT FOR ADVENTURE 
ON THE WATER ANYWHERE YOU WANT TO GO.
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COLLAPSIBLE

AQUA XTREME KAYAKS | YIN & YAN
The Yin & Yan Kayak is the perfect single seater sea kayak. It comes in one bag and 
is ideal for several day touring and comes with optional extras including sea sock, 
hatches, spray cover, etc.
Length: 4.5 m - Width: 63 cm - VoLume: 1 Bag - PaddLer Weight range: 80 - 100 kg - max. 
caP.: 155 kg - LeVeL: high end 

HTTP://www.AquA-XTrEmE.cOm

AQUA XTREME KAYAKS | FULL STEALTH SEA KAYAK
The Full Stealth Sea Kayak is a work of art designed to give the kayaker a unique 
exhilarating experience of speed, fun, sport and an awareness of the underwater world. 
An unforgettable experience found only in the “Full Stealth Sea Kayak”. 
Length: 4.5 m - Width: 63 cm - VoLume: 1 Bag - Weight: 15 kg - PaddLer Weight range: 80 - 
100 kg - max. caP.: 165 kg - LeVeL: high end 

HTTP://www.AquA-XTrEmE.cOm

NORTIK | SCUbI 1 XL 
The new Nortik Scubi 1 XL is a hybrid kayak in perfection: A recreational kayak with 
the easiest assembly, the nearly lightest weight, an affordable price and a very good 
performance. For beginners as well as for professional paddlers who look for an easy 
way to get on the water everywhere. Packed in the small bag it has a weight of only 
10 kg. It assembles in less than 10 minutes and the tracking and performance are 
excellent. Although the Scubi 1 XL is placed in the recreational segment, it is also a 
competitor for touring boats. Optional are a deck with a stiff coaming, spray skirt and 
rudder system.

 
Length: 405 - Width: 80 - Weight: 10 kg - LeVeL: entry LeVeL 

www.fALTbOOT.DE
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NAUTIRAID | NARAK 460
The Narak 460 is Nautiraid’s coastal kayak. Shorter and lighter than the Narak 550, it 
features its big sister’s hull lines while being wider with a more spacious cockpit. This 
makes it ideal for both experienced and beginner river and sea excursionists. The 
keyhole cockpit rim can hold all sizes of paddlers while making it easier to position your 
knees. You can order your Narak 460 with or without Stabilairs® to suit your needs and 
paddling plans. The Narak 460 is available with a choice of wooden or aluminum frame.
Length: 460 cm - Width: 56 cm - Weight: 22 kg - max. caP.: 130 kg

HTTP://www.nAuTirAiD.cOm

NEWNEW

20162016
FOR

NAUTIRAID | NARAK 550 AlUmINUm 
Inspired by Arctic kayaks, the Narak 550 is an adaptation of a Greenland kayak to 
European sizes. It features a hard chine hull, making it one of Nautiraid’s fastest and 
best ocean-going kayaks. The Narak 550 pays careful attention to ergonomics as well, 
with a seat with inflatable sides, knee and foot braces to make you feel at one with the 
boat. You can now order it with the new aluminum frame (fits in one bag instead of two 
for the wooden frame) and Stabilairs (more stability and inside storage).
Length: 550 cm - Width: 52 cm - Weight: 22,5 kg - max. caP.: 110 kg 

HTTP://www.nAuTirAiD.cOm
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GATZ-KANU I MYCANOE
The worlds first Origami-Canoe! A single sheet of rigid PP, tested for more than 20,000 
folding events. Fits into a small box (96 x 66 x 20cm) plus a small bag. With add on 
features from Gatz-Kanus like gunnels, yoke, seat options, which create a very stiff 
construction, this light folding canoe performs very well. At 27kg and a rigid and 
robust material with no need for extended drying this folding canoe is a very good 
choice for campers and people with limited storage who like an easy to handle canoe. 
Assembled in 10 minutes and disassembled in 5 minutes, MyCanoe will leave you 
enough time on the water. 
Length: 460cm - Width: 90cm - VoLume: ca.450 L - Weight: 27kg - PaddLer Weight range: 
0-90kg - max. caP.: 330kg - LeVeL: Performance

HTTP://www.GATZ.cOm

KLEPPER I KlEPPER AERIUSI 490 Sl EXPEDITION
The Aerius Expedition 490 is the perfect single kayak. The cockpit entry area is longer 
and wider than that of the Aerius Scout 380 or Aerius I 450. Spacious for paddlers 
of all sizes, with an optimal payload capacity and excellent directional stability. Also 
recommended for whitewater. Sails optional.

 Length: 490 - Width: 72 - VoLume: 2 BagS - Weight: 27 kg - PaddLer Weight range: 240 kg- 
max. caP.: 240 kg - LeVeL: high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: tWo ( cLaSSic & Quattro) ) 

HTTP://www.KLEPPEr.DE

COLLAPSIbLE I  bOATS  I  FOLDAbLE1

BUTTERFLY KAYAKS | cRUSOE415
CRUSOE 415 is all round single kayak for river and coastal touring use. Lightweight 
model also available.

Length: 415cm - Width: 69cm - VoLume: 1 Bag - Weight: 17.5kg - max. caP.: 120kg - LeVeL: 
Performance 

HTTP://www.bfKAyAKs.cOm

BUTTERFLY KAYAKS | cRUSOE460
CRUSOE460 is the well balanced sea kayak with speed, stability and maneuverability, 
for coastal touring and island hopping. Lightweight model also available.
Length: 460cm - Width: 62cm - Weight: 19kg - max. caP.: 140kg - Price: 2150euro - LeVeL: 
Performance 

HTTP://www.bfKAyAKs.cOm

BERGANS OF NORwAY | AllY
The canoe for those who need large carry capacity combined with high stability on 
flat waters and in rivers. For years the 16.5’ DR has been the number 1 choice of 
expeditions all over the world. The canoe is suitable for 2-3 persons with gear, or 2 
adults and 2 children. ALLY 16.5´ DR has the same shape as 15’ DR but a longer, less 
rockered keel line, which increases directional stability. This canoe has been paddled 
in heavy whitewater and on rivers with great technical difficulties with splendid success 
- making it the optimal choice under all conditions.
Length: 500cm - Width: 95cm - VoLume: 380kg - Weight: 20kg - max. caP.: 380kg - LeVeL: 
high end 

HTTP://www.bErGAns.cOm

NAUTIRAID | HYbRID b.E.A.C.H 325
The single-seater b.E.A.C.H I 325 is the smallest kayak in the Nautiraid range - and 
in the world - with its mini carry bag no bigger than a suitcase! This unique concept is 
an alternative to fully inflatable kayaks. The b.E.A.C.H’s frame is 5 aluminium tubes, 
giving it unrivalled rigidity in its category. Its low pressure inflatable sides need no 
tedious inflating (kite-surfing’s ‘bladder’ technique). This gives you greater internal 
space.

Length: 325 cm - Width: 79 cm - Weight: 13 kg - max. caP.: 100 kg

HTTP://www.nAuTirAiD.cOm
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BUTTERFLY KAYAKS | cRUSOETANDEm460
CRUSOETANDEM460 is a multi purpose tandem kayak. The width of the rib frame is 
adjustable (with optional parts). The rocker and volume of the kayak can be adjusted 
to change the performance of the kayak so it is comfortable even when used as a 
solo kayak.
Length: 460cm - Width: 75cm - Weight: 20kg - max. caP.: 200kg - LeVeL: Performance 

HTTP://www.bfKAyAKs.cO 

NAUTIRAID | GRAND NARAK 550
Designed as an oversized single-seater, Grand Narak stands out with its ability to 
be just as enjoyable to paddle with two people as by yourself (by putting one of the 
two seats in the middle). The Stabilairs provide great stability alongside the Narak 
hull’s other features, with its high bow for slicing through the sea, chine hull for 
straight steering, and its advanced beam for sharp turns and surfing following waves. 
Narrower than the Grand Raids, this is the fastest of the Nautiraid two-seaters. Your 
daily range is therefore greater and less tiring. Used as a single-seater, it becomes 
an expedition kayak with a remarkable load capacity.

Length: 550 cm - Width: 75 cm - Weight: 32 kg - max. caP.: 320 kg

HTTP://www.nAuTirAiD.cOm

KLEPPER | KlEPPER AERIUS II 545 clASSIc
The Aerius 545 Classic is fast and stable even in rough seas. because of its wide and 
open cockpit there is plenty of room for both paddlers. It is versatile, can easily be 
paddled by one person and offers enough room for a dog or a third seat for a child. A 
rudder pedal can be installed for the front paddler. Sails optional.
Length: 545 cm - Width: 87 cm - VoLume: 3 BagS - Weight: 37 kg - PaddLer Weight range: 380 kg 
- max. caP.: 380 kg - LeVeL: high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: tWo ( exPedition & Quattro) 

HTTP://www.KLEPPEr.DE

KLEPPER | KlEPPER AERIUS II 545 QUATTRO
The Aerius 545 Classic is fast and stable even in rough seas. The wide and open 
cockpit provides lots of space for both paddlers and gear. It is versatile and can easily 
be paddled by one person and offers enough room for a dog or a third seat for a child. 
A rudder pedal can be installed for a front paddler.

Length: 545 cm - Width: 87 cm - VoLume: 3 BagS - Weight: 31 kg - PaddLer Weight range: 450 
kg - max. caP.: 450 kg - LeVeL: high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: tWo ( cLaSSic & exPedition) 

HTTP://www.KLEPPEr.DE
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PAKBOATS | PAKcANOE
PakCanoes are expedition proved folding canoes with an extremely high standard of quality 
and security. Not all PakCanoes go on expeditions, but all PakCanoe models are sometimes 
used that way, so we build them to expedition specifications. Our customers like to know that 
their canoes are built to take adventures - and occasional misadventures - in stride for years 
to come. Air sponsons, anodized aluminum, secured cross ribs, comfortable bench seats, 
five installed keel strips, an easy assembly and many more features make the PakCanoes 
the best choice. The range has different models for the different requirements people have.
Length: 490 cm - Width: 94 cm - Weight: 24 kg - max. caP.: 345 kg - LeVeL: Performance 

HTTP:/www.PAKbOATs.cOm

PROVIDING MAXIMUM EASE OF TRANSPORT FOR ADVENTURE 
ON THE WATER ANYWHERE YOU WANT TO GO.
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ADVANCED ELEMENTS | LAGOON1
The sporty Lagoon1 is unique kayak that will have strangers asking you questions. Its 
bow and stern have fixed rigid forms that help cut through the waves and keep you on 
course. It has an inner tube cover for increased rigidity and durability. With additional 
features such as an inflatable seat rest, foam floor, paddle loops, and a tracking fin, this 
multi-use boat is for anyone who enjoys the water. From lakes and mild rivers, to bays 
and estuaries, it is a delight to get on the water quickly without lugging around a heavy 
cumbersome hard-shell boat.
Length: 254 cm - Width: 86 cm - Weight: 10.4 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 113 kg - 
LeVeL: entry LeVeL 

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

ADVANCED ELEMENTS | STRAITEDGE
The StraitEdge Kayak is the first sit-on-top self-bailing inflatable kayak to incorporate 
aluminium rib-frames in the bow and stern to improve tracking in open water conditions. 
With a hull design similar to a hard-shell sit-on-top kayak and self bailing ports that can 
be opened in rough conditions and closed in calm or cold conditions, you have a kayak 
that can be paddled in up to class III whitewater with improved trackability on open water. 
It can be easily packed away into its duffel bag and paddled in the most remote locations.
Length: 295 cm - Width: 89 cm - Weight: 15.4 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 136 kg - 
LeVeL: high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: no

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

OFFERING MORE STABILITY THAN PLASTIC KAYAKS AND 
MAKING RIVER RUNNING ACCESSIBLE TO A WIDE VARIETY 
OF PADDLERS

GUMOTEX I FRAMURA
FRAMURA is the fastest kayak produced by Gumotex, designed for recreational trips 
and river rides. You can load it with a lot of baggage because there is large space 
available in the front and rear boat parts. The kayak is suitable for paddling on the sea 
and long cruises on lakes as well as for rivers up to a difficulty of class 1. The whole 
kayak is covered with an detachable cover with a cockpit hole and equipped with a 
comfortable seat. Framura is ideally used with a sea kayak double paddle.
Length: 410 – Width: 75 - Weight: 16 - PaddLer Weight range: 180 - max. caP.: 1 - LeVeL: 
high end 

HTTP://www.nAfuKOvAciLODE.cZ
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GUMOTEX I HALIbUT
HALIbUT is a new inflatable fishing kayak, offering a new type of angling adventure. It is 
possible to enjoy fi shing even in hard-to-reach, remote locations. Experience a struggle 
with the quarry near the water surface. The kayak is very stable but suffi ciently agile 
and fast when moving on the water. The bottom of the boat has a solid fl oor enabling 
a stable stance for angling. A high-standing adjustable seat guarantees comfort during 
embarking, disembarking and waiting for a catch. Then pack everything into a bag and 
take it away with you on your back or in the trunk of your car.
Length: 375 - Width: 96 - Weight: 21 - PaddLer Weight range: 200 - max. caP.: 1 - Price: 
999eur - LeVeL: high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: 1 

HTTP://www.nAfuKOvAciLODE.cZ

NEWNEW

20162016
FOR

wOOSUNG-KXONE | SlIDER I
The Slider is the first inflatable kayak to be constructed entirely of SELYTECH® 
dropstitch fabric, giving it distinct advantages over traditional inflatable kayaks. The 
dropstitch sides create a narrower profile that paddles easier and faster, and also 
provides more inside space for gear. The open configuration allows full access to all 
spaces and makes it easier to get back on board after a spill. V-shaped dropstitch 
inflatable sides create side chines to make this kayak track straighter and go faster with 
less effort. They also provide secondary stability. The Slider features a unique molded 
V-shaped form underneath both bow and stern, giving several important benefits
Length: 380 - Width: 74 - VoLume: 0.56 - Weight: 18 - PaddLer Weight range: 135 - max. 
caP.: 1 - LeVeL: high end 

HTTP://www.KXOnE.cOm

NEWNEW
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ADVANCED ELEMENTS
ADVANcEDFRAmE EXPEDITION
The AdvandedFrame Expedition is a thirteen-foot hybrid of a folding frame kayak and an 
inflatable kayak. As with all the AdvancedFrame models, the Expedition incorporates our 
proven aluminum rib-frame technology in the bow and stern providing increased paddling 
performance. Its increased length adds to the tracking performance and hull speed. There 
is plenty of on-board storage room for extended trips. It sets ups in just a few minutes and 
is compact enough to take along on a weekend or weeklong adventure.
Length: 400 cm - Width: 81 cm - Weight: 19.1 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 204 kg - 
LeVeL: Performance 

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

ADVANCED ELEMENTS | FIREFlY
The FireFly Kayak is designed to be a compact, durable, and lightweight recreational 
inflatable kayak equipped with unique features that make it the perfect family product for 
spending time on the water. It features easy to use Twistlok and Spring valves for easy 
inflation, built-in rigid panels and a tracking fin for enhanced performance, and a durable 
lightweight outer cover. Whether you are floating rivers or paddling lakes, you will appreciate 
the quality of this stable recreational boat.
Length: 239 cm - Width: 89 cm - Weight: 7.3 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 113 kg - 
LeVeL: entry LeVeL 

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

ADVANCED ELEMENTS I ATTAcK WHITEWATER 
KAYAK
Take-on the roughest conditions with the Attack Whitewater Kayak. With a length of 290 
cm and a width of 89 cm, a tube diameter of 24 cm and a 31 cm rocker, this self-bailer is 
made for whitewater. Constructed of a durable 840 Denier PVC Tarpaulin and weighing in 
at 15.4 kg, this kayak consists of three air chambers and features a series of self-bailing 
ports, adjustable thigh straps, an adjustable seat, hull abrasion rails, and a self-draining 
covered rear cargo hold for stashing gear.
Length: 239 cm - Width: 89 cm - Weight: 7.3 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 113 kg - 
LeVeL: entry LeVeL 

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

ADVANCED ELEMENTS | AIRFUSION ElITE
The new AirFusion Elite is the natural evolution of our original award winning AirFusion 
Kayak. Designed to rival the performance and speed of skin-on-frame kayaks while 
simplifying the setup procedure, the AirFusion Elite has an even more streamlined setup 
than its predecessor. Its design is a fusion of aluminum alloy frame poles and pressurized 
air tubes which result in a high performance frame system.
Length: 400 cm - Width: 71 cm - Weight: 14.6 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 107 kg - 
LeVeL: high end

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

ADVANVED ELEMENTS I ADVANcEDFRAmE SPORT
The AdvandedFrame Sport is a lightweight version of our popular AdvancedFrame kayak. 
Although nearly identical in shape and form to the original AdvancedFrame, it sports a 
large cockpit opening for easy entry and exit. Incorporating our proved aluminum rib-frame 
technology in the bow and stern provides increased paddling performance in this sporty 
design. With performance similar to a hard-shell kayak and the packability of an inflatable, 
you are only a few pumps away from your next adventure.
Length: 318 cm - Width: 81 cm - Weight: 11.8 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 113 kg - 
LeVeL: Performance 

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

ADVANCED ELEMENTS I ADVANcEDFRAmE
The AdvandedFrame is a hybrid of a folding frame kayak with an inflatable kayak. Utilizing 
built-in aluminum ribs in the bow and stern, it slices through water like a knife and rivals 
the trackability of hard-shell kayaks. The stern acts as a skeg, increasing the tracking 
performance. It uses extremely durable materials in a 3-layer construction and features 
high-end components. There is plenty of on-board storage room for extended trips. It sets 
up in a just a few minutes and is compact enough to take along on a weekend adventure.
Length: 318 cm - Width: 81 cm - Weight: 16.3 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 136 kg - 
LeVeL: Performance 

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

COLLAPSIbLE I  bOATS  I  INFLATAbLE 1
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GUMOTEX I SWING
SWING is a closed kayak for recreation tours and active spending of leisure time 
on streaming rivers (up to class 2), lakes and sea bays. The kayak has a system of 
reinforcements that provides the necessary strength for easy maneuverability and excellent 
stability. Thanks to its low weight, the kayak is predetermined for trips where the boat has 
to be carried forward several times. The closed cockpit protects the kayak-paddler and his 
baggage so that water cannot get into the kayak. The kayak is offered both as a single 
kayak and double kayak.
Length: 316 - Width: 87 - Weight: 11.2 - PaddLer Weight range: 120 - max. caP.: 1 - LeVeL: 
high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: 1-2 

HTTP://www.nAfuKOvAciLODE.cZ

BIC KAYAKS | NOmAD HP1
The Nomad HP1 is the first inflatable solo sea kayak. It uses the same concept that was such 
a success on the Yakkair HP, with a high pressure inflatable keel and bottom section of the 
hull, together creating a dynamic and high performance hull shape, all at a feather weight 
and giving an excellent paddle position. As for performance, the Nomad has been improved 
in having a higher bow section, extended length, and a flexible and a removable decking 
system giving better internal protection and enabling even longer trips and excursions. 
Length: 14’5”/4.40m - Width: 31.5”/0.80m - Weight: 37.5LBS - max Load: 440LBS/200kg - 
caPacity: 1 aduLt

HTTP://www.bicsPOrTKAyAKs.cOm

ADVANCED ELEMENTS
STRAITEDGE ANGlER KAYAK
The StraitEdge Angler inflatable kayak has been designed with the needs of the kayak angler 
in mind. Its wide beam provides maximum stability while bringing in big catches. Multi-layer 
material, added abrasion pads, and multiple air chambers provide maximum durability for 
hostile conditions. Its revolutionary removable accessory frame offers a variety of easy 
access options. by adding aftermarket rail-mounts, you can customize your kayak with rod 
holders, a fish finder, or other equipment. Other key features include an ultra comfortable 
high-back seat with two rod holders, an inflatable lumbar support for long days on the water, 
stainless d-rings, and bungee deck lacing for gear storage.
Length: 295 cm - Width: 89 cm - Weight: 18.6 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 136 kg - 
LeVeL: high end 

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

AQUAGLIDE | BlAcKFOOT™ HB
If you’re serious about kayak angling then the blackfoot™ Hb is built for you. Designed 
with extra width for added stability , this boat also has a long waterline and tapered bow 
for quickly covering distance with ease. The boat is loaded with well-placed mounting 
plates for Scotty® accessories and combines our tough Duratex™ tube construction with a 
supremely stiff Hard-bottom™ floor for stand-up stability. blackfoot™ Hb is built to provide 
peak performance for years to come. Supremely well-suited for adventure touring or all-
around use, this boat is up for almost any adventure, but designed with angling in mind. 
Cooler with 4 Rod Holders and pockets included.

Length: 386cm - Width: 99cm - Weight: 17.3kg - max. caP.: 272kg - LeVeL: high end

HTTP://www.AquAGLiDEKAyAK.cOm

folding kayaks a step further
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OFFERING MORE STABILITY THAN PLASTIC KAYAKS AND 
MAKING RIVER RUNNING ACCESSIBLE TO A WIDE VARIETY 
OF PADDLERS

AQUAGLIDE I COLUMbIA XP TANDEM XL
Columbia™ Series is designed for recreational touring and all-around use. Loaded with 
convenient features, Columbia™ XP are among the most popular boats. The long waterline, 
flat rocker and fine, piercing bow provide outstanding tracking ability and great glide to cover 
long distances with ease. built with Aquaglide® XP floor™ Technology for outstanding value 
and excellent paddling performance.XP floor™ uses an inflatable chamber with Aquaglide® 
proprietary X-beam Technology to produce a stiff, durable PVC beam floor. Duratex™ hull 
material is blended with rugged 600d polyester for long-life and UV protection. A black high 
quality carry bag is as well included. 
Length: 457 - Width: 91 - Weight: 19,5 - max. caP.: 272 - LeVeL: Performance - different 
SiZe aVaiLaBLe: coLumBia1 - coLumBia2 

HTTP://www.AquAGLiDEKAyAK.cOm

SEVYLOR | AlAMedA PReMIUM
Perfect for a family day out touring along sheltered coastlines or inland waters, the new 
Sevylor® Alameda Premium offers you comfort and functionality in one. The sporty kayak 
combines a modern design with numerous features. Its seat technology reduces drag for 
more efficient paddling and allows adjustment of the seat placement, while a practical 
floor guide helps to determine where your seat should be positioned for greatest comfort 
and correct usage. The heavy-duty tarpaulin floor is extra durable and the carry handle 
multi-functions as a paddle holder. Integrated large spray decks at bow and stern help 
keep your gear dry.
Length: 374.5 cm - Width: 95 cm - Weight: 22 kg - max. caP.: 210 kg - LeVeL: Performance 

HTTP://www.sEvyLOr-EurOPE.cOm 

AQUAGLIDE | KLICKITAT TWO
Klickitat™ Series is designed for all-around paddling, commercial and whitewater use. 
Traditional river running outline provides exceptional stability with ample rocker for 
maneuverability and control in rough water. These boats combine our tough Duratex™ 
tube construction with the supremely rigid Hard-bottom™ floor for an expedition-grade 
boat that will last for many years. Top-notch durability and performance for any adventure. 
Rigid Hard-bottom™ floor adds stiffness, stability and unmatched paddling performance by 
integrating the floor and sidewalls into one tight package.
Length: 381 - Width: 91 - Weight: 16,4 kg  - max. caP.: 272 - LeVeL: high end - different SiZe 
aVaiLaBLe: kLickitat1 

HTTP://www.AquAGLiDEKAyAK.cOm
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SEVYLOR | MADISON PREMIUM
The new Sevylor® Madison Premium combines an extraordinary mix of manoeuvrability, 
stability and comfort with quick and convenient inflation. The patented Easy Inflation System 
incorporates 3 valves into only 1. Inflate the Madison Premium in no time by using only 
valve and the included Easy Inflation Manometer. Its heavy-duty tarpaulin floor is especially 
durable and Sevylor’s patent-pending Sevy-Suspension™ seat technology offers less drag 
and efficient paddling. You can relax hands-free with the new convenient paddle holder, 
also functioning as an over-molded carry handle. Packing and transporting the Madison 
Premium is a breeze with the new and improved Dry-N-Store carry bag.
Length: 329.5 cm - Width: 94 cm - Weight: 16.4 kg - max. caP.: 200 kg - LeVeL: Perfor-
mance 

HTTP:/www.sEvyLOr-EurOPE.cOm

NEWNEW

20162016
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GUMOTEX | TWIST N
TWIST N is a new version of the popular TWIST kayak, made of innovated Light NITRILON® 
material, which is very light (the “single” version weighs only 7.4 kg). Additional advantages of 
this boat are its easy washing, sturdiness, high durability and compactness (it conveniently 
fits even a smaller backpack). It is very stable and comfortable for a small kayaker as well 
as an XXL person. The TWIST N also has a comfortable detachable seat, providing a place 
to sit in the boat and at lunch! It is suitable for recreational sailing, but also for exploring new 
places on lakes or calm rivers.
Length: 360 - Width: 83 - Weight: 11 - PaddLer Weight range: 180 - max. caP.: 2 - 
LeVeL: high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: 1-2 

HTTP:/www.nAfuKOvAciLODE.cZ
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GRABNER GMBH | RIVERSTAR
The RIVERSTAR represents the flagship of the GRAbNER inflatable kayak fleet. Its offers 
all features and comfort one would expect from a deluxe cruising boat: All round air filled 
coaming, for highest seating comfort and protection against wash • Adaptable pressure 
inflatable seats with floor attachments and back-rest straps • 36 (44) fastening eyelets for 
seat positioning and fixing spraycover • 2 x 4 = 8 fastening eyelets for bow + stern luggage 
net or dry-bag • 2 drain eyes • Deployment as 1-, 2- or super comfortable 3-seater (XXL)

Length: 500 - Width: 90 - Weight: 28 kg - max. caP.: 280 kg - LeVeL: high end 

HTTP:/www.GrAbnEr.cOm

GUMOTEX | SOLAR 410 C
SOLAR 410 C is a stable kayak designed not only for recreation trips on lakes or sea bays 
with a smooth water surface, but also for trips lasting several days with baggage, even on 
rivers up to the class 1. The Solar can be adapted from a triple to a double or a single kayak 
by moving and positioning the seats, making sufficient space for baggage for a single rider.

Length: 410 - Width: 80 - Weight: 17 - PaddLer Weight range: 270 - max. caP.: 2+1 - LeVeL: 
high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: 1-3 

HTTP://www.nAfuKOvAciLODE.cZ 

GRABNER GMBH I HOLIDAY 2
For decades the HOLIDAY has proved to be a great performer for leisurely exploring 
on lakes, rivers, and inshore coastal waters. It combines good hydrodynamic riding 
characteristics, roomy interior and comfort. The HOLIDAY 2 is the ideal holiday boat for 1 
or 2 person(s) of average stature and not too much luggage.

Length: 395 cm - Width: 75 cm - Weight: 17,5 kg - max. caP.: 190 kg - LeVeL: high end 

HTTP:/www.GrAbnEr.cOm

wOOSUNG-KXONE | SlIDER II
The Slider is the first inflatable kayak to be constructed entirely of SELYTECH® dropstitch 
fabric, giving it distinct advantages over traditional inflatable kayaks. The dropstitch sides 
create a narrower profile that paddles easier and faster, and also provides more inside 
space for gear. The open configuration allows full access to all spaces and makes it easier 
to get back on board after a spill. V-shaped dropstitch inflatable sides create side chines to 
make this kayak track straighter and go faster with less effort. They also provide secondary 
stability. The Slider features a unique molded V-shaped form underneath both bow and 
stern, giving several important benefits
Length: 480 - Width: 83 - Weight: 25 kg - PaddLer Weight range: 197 kg - max. caP.: 2 
PeoPLe - LeVeL: high end 

HTTP://www.KXOnE.cOm
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GRABNER GMBH | ADVENTURE EXPEDITION
The ADVENTURE is the most purchased Canadian canoe in the GRAbNER collection. The 
high operating pressure and the ideal paddle features like its ample space for lots of luggage 
is captivating. Therefore, the boat has already been used in many wilderness journeys and 
expeditions all over the world. In order to fasten all the expedition luggage and also to make 
a heavily loaded boat easier to carry, the ADVENTURE was equipped with coaming eyelets; 
something which has been requested often in the past. The ADVENTURE EXPEDITION 
is ideal for expedition/wilderness travellers, where many mounting options are required, as 
well as for those who want to row the boat.
Length: 450 cm - Width: 95 cm - Weight: 25 kg - max. caP.: 450 kg - LeVeL: Performance 

HTTP://www.GrAbnEr.cOm
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SEVYLOR I OTTAWA
With its long, ultra-streamline shape and directional stability, the new Sevylor® Ottawa 
is designed to handle all kinds of water. The Ottawa is loaded with features including a 
durable and heavy-duty tarpaulin floor, Sevylor’s patent-pending Sevy-Suspension™ 
seat technology for less drag and efficient paddling, as well as the new patent-pending 
PaddleGrip™, a multifunctional and convenient over-molded carry handle and paddle holder 
in one. The new seat construction is more comfortable than ever before and offers additional 
storage options. The new and improved Dry-N-Store carry bag packs the Ottawa away in 
a flash so you can easily transport it anywhere.
Length: 383 cm - Width: 98 cm - Weight: 22.2 kg - max. caP.: 210 kg - LeVeL: Performance 

HTTP:/www.sEvyLOr-EurOPE.cOm
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GUMOTEX | SCOUT STANDARD
SCOUT is an inflatable canoe with a fully modern design. The main advantages are 
its comfortable features, huge inner space, high capacity and well-balanced riding 
characteristics. That will all be appreciated by adventurers with baggage, by adrenaline 
hunters in rapids and even by families with children. Scout brings an innovative system of 
T-bONES (in the STANDARD version) reinforcements that assures an excellent sturdiness 
of the boat and riding characteristics comparable with a solid boat. This type of boat is 
available in STANDARD or ECONOMY versions.
Length: 445 - Width: 95 - Weight: 25 - PaddLer Weight range: 450 - max. caP.: 4 - LeVeL: 
high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: 2+2 

HTTP://www.nAfuKOvAciLODE.cZ

COLLAPSIbLE I  bOATS  I  INFLATAbLE 2

GUMOTEX I RUbY
RUbY is a new three-seat motorboat for holiday coastal cruises or travelling on lakes and 
rivers with calm surfaces. This boat may also be used without an engine for running on rivers 
up to class 2 difficulty. Recommended engines: electric 0.5–1 kW (1.3 hp) or petrol 4 hp.

Length: 430 - Width: 108 - Weight: 23 - PaddLer Weight range: 370 - max. caP.: 
3 - LeVeL: high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: 1-3 

HTTP://www.nAfuKOvAciLODE.cZ

GUMOTEX | bARAKA
The self-bailing canoe bARAKA is an ideal boat for river touring and even for difficult 
whitewater. The extra compact hull has excellent riding characteristics that will be appreciated 
by passengers especially when rafting down rapids. baraka gives passengers unbeatably 
rich internal equipment and especially a big storage space. baraka will carry two passengers 
plus one child, or 350 kg total load. baraka is the right choice for paddlers who are not willing 
to make any compromise.
Length: 410 - Width: 105 - Weight: 23,5 - PaddLer Weight range: 350 - max. caP.: 4 - LeVeL: 
high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: 1-4 

HTTP:/www.nAfuKOvAciLODE.cZ

BIC KAYAKS | YAKKAIR HP 2
The new YakkAir HP2 kayaks are simple to steer and deliver excellent performance thanks 
to the dynamic hull design. Contrary to most inflatable models, you’ll be paddling in the dry 
thanks to the rigid high-pressure floor and the water run offs in the double floor. And paddle 
comfort has also been improved with the use of a belt backrest as standard. Its smooth 
glide and excellent sea handling mean you can get away from the shore and go exploring 
in complete safety. YakkAir HP2 kayak is perfect for your seaside holidays.

Length : 13’5» / 4.10m – Width: 37.8»/0.96m – Weight: 33 LBS / 15 kg - max Load: 550 LBS / 
250 kg – caPacity: 2 aduLtS

HTTP:/www.bicsPOrTKAyAKs.cOm

AQUAGLIDE | CHINOOK 2
Chinook™ Two fits two paddlers nicely, or provides extra room and gear capacity for one. An 
excellent value for all-around recreational paddling, angling and exploration. Supportive and 
durable, the Whitewater™ Seat offers a tall, ergonomically shaped backrest, closed-cell seat 
cushion, forward seat straps and a large mesh storage pocket. Polyester is well-renowned 
for being a tough material with high UV resistance and excellent low-stretch properties. 
Chinook™ Series boats are all made using a polyester shell for maximum stiffness and 
superior performance as well as excellent durability and UV resistance.
Length: 320cm - Width: 91cm - Weight: 12,3kg - max. caP.: 181kg - LeVeL: entry LeVeL 

HTTP://www.AquAGLiDEKAyAK.cOm

AQUAGLIDE I CHELAN TANDEM
Chelan™ Hb is designed for touring, adventure and all-around use. The long waterline, 
flat rocker and fine, piercing bow provide outstanding tracking ability and outstanding glide 
to cover long distances with ease. Chelan™ Hb boats combine our tough Duratex™ tube 
construction with the supremely rigid Hard-bottom™ floor for an expedition-grade boat 
that will last for many years. Top-notch durability and performance for any adventure. 
Commercial-grade Duratex™ hull construction provides long-lasting performance no matter 
how far your travels take you. Optional Deck Covers available for Chelan™ Series.

Length: 457 - Width: 91 - Weight: 19,1 kg - max. caP.: 272 - LeVeL: high end - different SiZe 
aVaiLaBLe: cheLan1 - cheLan2  

HTTP://www.AquAGLiDEKAyAK.cOm
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ADVANCED ELEMENTS | LAGOON2
The Lagoon2 kayak is a tandem version of our sporty Lagoon1. Sharing many of the same 
features as the Lagoon1 this multi-use, two-seater is great for lakes, mild rivers, bays, and 
estuaries. The outside cover of the Lagoon kayaks are made with two different materials, 
the topside is a high denier Polyester Rip-stop with a PVC laminate, while the hull is made 
of durable PVC Tarpaulin. In addition, the inner tube is covered with a high-density fabric to 
increase performance and durability. The bow and stern rigid forms are built into the cover, 
which gives the kayak increased performance on the water.
Length: 366 cm - Width: 86 cm - Weight: 16.8 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 159 kg - 
LeVeL: entry LeVeL 

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

ADVANCED ELEMENTS | STRAITEDGE2
The StraitEdge2 Kayak is a thirteen-foot sit-on-top tandem kayak that incorporates an 
aluminum bow and stern frame to improve tracking in open water conditions. Its self-bailing 
ports can be opened in rough conditions and closed in calm or cold conditions making a 
kayak that can be paddled in up to class III whitewater with improved trackability on open 
water. Three seating positions allow for the kayak to be set up in solo or tandem mode.
Length: 400 cm - Width: 89 cm - Weight: 21.3 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 227 kg - 
LeVeL: high end 

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

ADVANCED ELEMENTS 
ADVANCEDFRAME CONVERTIbLE
The AdvancedFrame Convertible Kayak is a fifteen-foot kayak that can be paddles solo 
or tandem. With an open deck design, you can easily enter and exit the boat or utilize the 
optional single or double decks to convert your AdvancedFrame Convertible from an open 
deck to a closed deck kayak in a matter of seconds. The design of this kayak combines our 
rigid bow and stern rub-frame design with the versatility of tandem or solo seating positions 
and interchangeable decks.
Length: 457 cm - Width: 81 cm - Weight: 25.4 kg - PaddLer Weight range: uP to 250 kg - 
LeVeL: Performance 

HTTP://www.LufTKAJAK.cOm

AQUAGLIDE | ROGUE 
The Rogue™ is a sit-on-top utility kayak designed for one or two paddlers. An excellent 
value for all-around recreational paddling and diving. Polyester Cover: Polyester is well-
renowned for being a tough material with high UV resistance and excellent low-stretch 
properties. Columbia™, Deschutes™, Chinook™, and Rogue™ Series boats are all made 
using a polyester shell for maximum stiffness and superior performance as well as excellent 
durability and UV resistance.
Length: 295cm - Width: 81cm - Weight: 12,2kg - max. caP.: 181kg - LeVeL: entry LeVeL 

HTTP://www.AquAGLiDEKAyAK.cOm

GUMOTEX | SEAWAVE
Thanks to its narrow and long shape, SEAWAVE is easy to control and suitable for fast 
riding. It can be adapted from a triple version down to a single version by moving the seats 
and positioning the cockpit. Reinforcements strengthening the decks make the boat sturdy. 
The reinforced keel reduces the infl uence of winds and helps keep the straight direction. 
This kayak is most suitable for touring and paddling on the sea.
Length: 455 - Width: 80 - Weight: 17.5 - PaddLer Weight range: 250 - max. caP.: 3 - LeVeL: 
high end 

HTTP:/www.nAfuKOvAciLODE.cZ
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The international stand up paddling magazine

Paddle World
Stand Up
FITNESS, RACING, RECREATION, RIVERS

An annual special issue of

VOLUME 11 / 2015
€ 9,99 / US $ 9,99 (recommended retail price) 
Display until December 2015

the international whitewater magazine

Ironmana Bora Bora - Sea Kayaking Menorca - Greenland-style Kayaking 

Open Canoe Festival - Kayak Angling Tournaments - Interview: Mark Kalch

Christmas Islands - River SUP Surfing - Mont Saint-Michel Tidal Bore       

Interview: Tristan Boxford - SUP 11-City Tour - French Polynesian Crossing 

Paddle World

Stand Up Paddle World

INSIDE

http://www.paddleworld.com


BOATS
RAFT
INFLATABLE RAFTS PROVIDE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR DAYS 
ON THE RIVER WITH THE WHOLE CREW, WITH ROOM FOR 
THE DOG TOO!
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COLLAPSIBLE

SPREU BOOTE | HIPPO
The Hippo Series is the ultimate alternative for commercial rafters and serious whitewater 
enthusiasts. Our rafts are manufactured with CSM material, which results in stiffer and faster 
performing boats. We at Spreu boats have been striving to produce the most reasonably 
priced rafts that can meet the strenuous demands of any commercial outfitter.

Length: 440 - Width: 210 - Weight: 68 - max. caP.: 10 - LeVeL: Performance - different SiZe 
aVaiLaBLe: 3 man - 16 man  

HTTP://www.sPrEu-bOATs.cOm

GUMOTEX | PULSAR 560
PULSAR rafts are used by rafting operators, sports centres, water sports clubs and for races. 
The quick and rigid hull in combination with the proven way of fixing the bottom to the side 
tubes provides exceptional stability and an extremely quick draining of the raft in case of 
flooding in rapids. The Pulsar rafts have already been chosen several times as official racing 
boss for the European Championships (last time for the European Rafting Championship 
2014, Slovakia) and in 2003 even for the World Championship that took place in the Czech 
Republic on the Vltava river.

Length: 560 - Width: 210 - Weight: 75 - PaddLer Weight range: 920 - max. caP.: 8 - LeVeL: 
high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: 1-8 

HTTP:/www.nAfuKOvAciLODE.cZ
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GUMOTEX I ONTARIO
ONTARIO is a boat for six people suitable for travelling on river with the whole family or 
friends with full luggage for several days. This boat’s shape and dimensions resemble the 
Colorado boat, but the Ontario is a dry version with a closed stern. Thanks to its shape, this 
boat is quick and easy to control despite of its sufficient size. A slightly elevated bow covered 
by a deck made from the strong Nitrilon® material prevents water from getting into the boat 
when riding through rapids or on smaller river weirs up to the difficulty class 2.

Length: 420 - Width: 145 - Weight: 33 - PaddLer Weight range: 600 - max. caP.: 6 - LeVeL: 
high end - different SiZe aVaiLaBLe: 1-6 

HTTP://www.nAfuKOvAciLODE.cZ

NORTIK | TRekRAFT
The Nortik TrekRaft is a Packraft with an excellent performance at a very affordable price. 
Combine the ideas of trekking and paddling (rafting) and use the TrekRaft for incredible 
tours. From white water to calm water, everything is possible. You can carry your TrekRaft 
with you since it has a weight of only 3 kg. beginners as well as professionals love the 
endless possibilities of usage of the high-performance and ultra light-weight TrekRaft. Also 
available with deck.

Length: 230 cm - Width: 92 cm - Weight: 3 kg - LeVeL: Performance 

HTTP://www.fALTbOOT.DE
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6 rue de l’Europe  68500 Bergholtz - France
Tel. : +33 (0)3 89 62 56 30  Fax : +33 (0)3 89 62 56 31  contact@newtec-europe.fr www.aquaglidekayak.com

Kayaking can be fun and easy! That’s what AQUAGLIDE® proves with a new generation of infl atable kayaks. 
The Columbia™, Deschutes™, Klickitat™, Chinook™, Rogue™ and Yakima™ for kayaks range without forget Cascade™ iSUP 
to complete the innovative infl atable products. 
We offers a range of products which will suit the expectations of begginers as well as the most demanding paddlers. 
Experience the thrills of a new sport.

AQUAGLIDE® ’s new brand, in infl atable 
kayaks and iSUP.

NRS | EXPEDITION 140
When you need a raft that can do it all, look no further than the versatile NRS E-140 Self-
bailing Raft. This 14 footer is great for fishing, multiday outings and adrenaline-filled crew 
paddling. built outfitter tough, this may be the last raft the private boater will ever need to buy.

Length: 14 ft - Width: 7 ft - Weight: 148 lbs; materiaL: PVc 

HTTP://www.nrs.cOm

NRS | OTTER 130
NRS Otter Self-bailing Rafts provide outfitter-grade performance that the private boater can 
afford. The 13’ Otter 130 is our most popular Otter raft. You can paddle it with up to eight 
crew members, load it for weekend trips or add an NRS fishing frame to go where your 
buddy’s drift boat can’t.

Length: 13 ft - Width: 6 ft - Weight: 104 lbs; materiaL: PVc 

HTTP://www.nrs.cOm

http://www.aquaglidekayak.com

